County LCAC Meeting Minutes
DATE: JULY 5, 2018

LOCATION: GILLIAM COUNTY
COURTHOUSE, COURTROOM

MEETING CALLED
BY

Jennifer Bold

CALLED TO ORDER

12:09

ADJOURNED

1:30

NOTE TAKER

Teddy Fennern

ATTENDEES

Mary Ann Wren, Advantage Dental; Neil Freidrich, DSH Self Sufficiency
Manager; Teddy Fennern, Coordinator; Jennifer Bold, Condon Child
Care; Paul McGinnis, GOBHI, EOCCO; Marci McMurphy, GOBHI, Frontier
Veggie Rx Program Coordinator; Steve Shaffer, Gilliam County Judge

Presentation: Mary Ann Wren Advantage Dental Update
Discussion: Mary Ann stated that we did get the grant funding that we had put in for to get a
virtual dentistry started in Gilliam County. She stated that she knew that we had talked about the
Gronquist building and was wondering if there were any other places that they may be able to
utilize also. The Clinic has some concerns with the Gronquist building and stated that we could
temporarily set up in their building. There were conversations about maybe the clinic could move
too. That is on the table with the Health District Board to review. David Anderson is looking into
all of this, but we need to get up and moving on this.
• There was some discussion that we could talk with the Condon Clinic and see if we could
utilize the space that Dr. Mike is currently in, but that could be tricky
• Mary Ann stated that the space that the Arlington Clinic is offering could work
• Steve has met with everyone on the health district board and they all have stated that
they would like full time dentistry down there
• Paul – what are the physical requirements to get this up and going
Just need a space big enough to hold like a fold out lawn chair for the dentist chair and a
chair next to it, because she will bring all of the other items with her.
It sounds like the North Clinic may have space. Jennifer stated that she has an empty conference
room that could be available. The dosage needs to be very consistent, someone there on a weekly
basis, but given the population size not sure if that would be necessary. It will be one of those
things that we need to just start doing and see what it ends up becoming. Start out with at least
one time a month. Dr. Schwartz stated that he would be willing to come out here and talk with us
if we wanted. Steve thought that it would be beneficial to meet with the Arlington Clinic also.
Mary Ann asked if there was someone that would be willing to ask about the ability to utilize the
space at the Condon Clinic. Teddy and Jennifer stated that they could go and ask.
Paul asked, what exactly is the virtual part of the equipment? There is a hand held w-ray unit;
intraoral camera; The idea is that we will be treating those that don’t need to see the dentist for
restorative care. If we did have the operatory though, they would be putting people on the
schedule to have the dentist actually come there to prove the service right there. Conversation
was that we all liked the idea of the Child Care Center to be the space to serve dental clients here.
Have to make their first report back to the EOCCO in August or September on progress.
Old Business: Veggie Rx Update
DISCUSSION

Chanell Kelly, Consumer Parent stated that she has recently received her
Veggie Rx Booklet. She shopped and stated that she was very grateful and
thought that it was awesome. Marci asked if she just got one booklet or one

for each of the family members. She stated it was just one booklet. Marci
asked who she was prescribed through, and it was stated that through Healthy
Families, Farrell Fox. There was some discussion around this that we needed
to make sure that everyone was trained and making sure that we get booklets
out for each family member as well. There was an example of the voucher
booklets. Front page states where they can be used.
We changed from Gorge Grown that the booklets are all printed on heavy
paper and perforated. The first page is a tear out page to track each of the
booklets with a QR code on them. They are to be taken out by the prescriber
and turned in with their reports. This will attach the booklets to the people
and we can then see later if they are utilizing all of their vouchers and could
then ask them why if they are not utilizing all of their vouchers. The group
thought this is great feedback so that we can see how the program is going.
Marci also talked about the number of doses that our community has and
whether or not we should be advertising the program, or just have prescribers
approaching their clients to sign them up and word of mouth. Marci had a
concern that with advertising that we would get a lot of people and then all
the vouchers would be out the door and then we would not have enough or
any left for later date. Maybe we should get a couple of months of data and
see how the program is going. Neil Freidrich was thinking that we would
probably not need to worry about not having enough to go around and that
we could probably advertise it. Jennifer Bold also thought that Family Dosage
is important to be giving out during the summer and spring break, etc., as it is
more expensive to feed your families during this time. She feels that is better
than sending back bags of vouchers that didn’t get used. Marci stated that
with the QR codes we will be able to track the numbers that didn’t get used
and will know how many to be printing in the next printing so that we are
surer about the number of vouchers to be deployed. We only have 757 or
something like that in the dosages that we can use in Gilliam County for the
whole program. Consumers want to stay with the original prescribers but if
they were going to change there needs to be communication so that everyone
knows who is going to be prescribing. Teddy and Marci discussed making a
few changes to the Frontier Veggie Rx Brochure and put in our providers to
contact.
Old Business: Colorectal Cancer Screening Project Update

DISCUSSION

John Adams was not here, so Teddy stated that she had some of the FIT kits to
distribute. She handed out a page of where she had been and made
presentations and how many kits she had distributed. 2 from individual
conversations presented and distributed 6 kits at the Condon Senior Meal site
and put an educational piece in the Gilliam County Newsletter that went out to
all postal patrons, and just hung up flyers all over the place, and was able to
hang up one at the Pharmacy right on the counter for everyone to see and
read. Paul asked where the kits were being mailed to. Teddy stated that we
are partnering with the Arlington Medical Center, and they are being mailed or
taken in there. We are also providing postage for people to mail the kits in.
We are hoping that people are actually using the kits and mailing them in.
Teddy stated that in conversations with people that they are indicating that
they are already getting their colonoscopies and they are good for 10 years.
Jennifer is in hopes that if this is successful that we are able to start pushing
them down in the age groups. She stated that the fastest growing rate of

OLD BUSINESS

DISCUSSION

colorectal cancer is people in their 20’s. Paul stated in the younger people it is
attributed to obesity.
IM Progress Report 2017
We got the 2017 report to look at. Gilliam County met the metrics on
Adolescent well care visits with a rate of 50%; we met Childhood
Immunizations with a rate of 85.7% with a target of 72.9%; we met dental
sealants with 32.2% and a target of 20%; and we met Ambulatory Care and ED
Utilization with 37.34 and a target of under 51.8. We missed the Colorectal
Cancer Screening rate of 43.9% with a rate of 29.6% missed by 4 people; we
missed Developmental Screening rate of 57.3% with a rate of 50% missed by 1
person; we missed Effective Contraceptive Use rate of 48.1% with a rate of
30.3% missed by 6 people and we missed Alcohol and Drug Misuse rate of 15%
with a rate of 8.4% missed by 13 people.

New Business: IM Progress Report April 2018

DISCUSSION

Currently Gilliam County is only meeting the Ambulatory Care and ED
Utilization and the ED Utilization for Mental Illness. We are working on all the
other Incentive Measures. These numbers are expected at this point in time.
The explanation from the LCAC meeting so that we can understand the new
IM. The ED Utilization for Mental Illness. These are people who are
diagnosed with a mental illness going to the ED Department for a physical
health complaint. The next meeting we will have the report with the real
defined benchmarks for 2018.

New Business: EOHLA Update

DISCUSSION

Gilliam County is working on Colorectal Cancer Outreach to get people
screened, they are still doing a lot of Mental Health First Aide for schools and
first responders. This is a really well received program. Jennifer stated all her
staff took the training at an in-service day. They did get continuation funding
from the Knight Cancer Research Center. We have met with John Adams a few
times to try to hash out how we will work on this. EOHLA is still doing a lot
and have had a few recent articles in the Newspapers. They have talked a lot
about working on Obesity as it often is the root cause of a lot of issues. Paul
stated that Morrow County is a recipient of Cancer Screening resources and
the press release went to the Eastern Oregonian, and Paul got a call out of the
blue about why only Morrow County is eligible. They wanted to know why
people in Umatilla couldn’t get the kits. Paul stated that an OHP member
could go to their provider and get a kit and it will not cost them anything.
Other Business, Misc. Items:
Chanell talked about needing help with OHP. Paul stated that he could help
her get some assistance. They could talk after the meeting.

ACTION ITEMS

PERSON
RESPONSIBLE

DEADLINE

•

Steve/Chanell

MSP

Minutes of April and June

•

Next meeting scheduled for August 2, 2018

